・

Thank you all for attending our press meeting regarding our
Medium-Term Management Plan.

・

As you are all aware, Sharp is currently facing extremely harsh
management circumstances from the second half of fiscal 2014.
I sincerely apologize for causing concerns on our situation.

・

With this Medium-Term Management Plan, we aim to “establish
the basis for stable profitability by execution of fundamental
restructuring,” and with today’s announcement we would like to
restart our steps toward recovery.

・

Details will be explained based on the slides.

・

First, the summary of financial results for Fiscal 2014 will be
explained.

・

Since we have limited time, I will make my explanation brief.
Details are explained in the financial material announced today.

・

As a summary of our FY2014 consolidated financial results,
Net sales were 2,786.2 billion yen, 95.2% to last fiscal year,
Operating loss was 48 billion yen,
and net loss was 222.3 billion yen, recording under-performing
results for the second time since Fiscal 2012.

・

This is an analysis chart comparing the difference of operating
income (loss) in Fiscal 2014 from Fiscal 2013.

・

Although cost reduction exceeded the impact of price decline,
temporary income from LCD engineering business etc. diminished,
and deterioration in profitability due to decrease in sales and
inadequate model mix etc. impacted considerably to drop profitability
to 40.1 billion yen in Fiscal 2014, approximately 40% of the last
fiscal.

・

In addition, by including “allowance for the price difference in longterm contract of polysilicon materials” and “write-down of small and
medium-size LCD inventories” as earnings improvement costs, 48
billion yen operating loss was reported.

・

Extraordinary Items in Other Expenses, Income Taxes, etc.

・

99.5 billion yen impairment loss at Kameyama and Mie LCD
plants, Solar Plant at Sakai, and Fukuyama / Mihara electronic
device plants were reported, and 6.5 billion yen extraordinary
expenses for restructuring charges etc. in overseas LCD TV
business were reported in 4Q.

・

Difference from fiscal forecast announced at Third Quarter Ended
December 31, 2014.

・

Besides the earnings improvement costs and restructuring charges
that were not included at the third quarter, operating income ended
40.1 billion yen to the forecasted 50.0 billion yen, and net loss 30.5
billion yen was reported against the forecasted net loss of 30.0 billion
yen.

・

Difference from previous annual forecast of operating income
announced in May 2014 by Business Group.

・

LCDs and Digital Information Equipment both ended over 20.0
billion yen short, becoming the main factors of the rapid
deterioration in business results.

・

Balance sheet as of end of March 2015.

・

Interest-bearing liabilities are steadily cut down, while inventory
has largely increased, impacting cash flow.

・

By executing further structural reorganization, net assets are
damaged from the previous year-end 207.1 billion yen to 44.5
billion yen, decreasing equity ratio down to 1.5%.

・

We sincerely acknowledge Sharp is under an extremely severe
situation both capital and asset wise.

・

Based on the explained situation, Sharp will work on reorganizing
the basis of finance in order to “recover reliability” and “create a
solid foundation for recovery.”

・

Total 225.0 billion yen preferred share will be issued with the
consent of the shareholders meeting.

・

Mizuho Bank, Ltd. and The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd.,
Sharp’s main financial institutions, will invest preferred share of
200.0 billion yen, which will be used for repayment of debt.

・

In addition, Japan Industrial Solutions Fund I, a new external
third party, will invest preferred share of 25.0 billion yen. This
fund will be applied for future business growth investment in
LCDs, Health and Environment, and Business Solutions areas.

・

The preferred shares are designed to be payable in cash as well,
aiming to avoid dilution of shares as much as possible.

・

With the issuing of preferred share, the Balance Sheet will be
reorganized to prepare for agile capital reinforcement, and our
capital will be reduced to 500 million yen.

・

However, this decrease is simply an accounting conduct
compensating capital, capital surplus and retained earnings, and
it will not directly reduce net asset amount per share or damage
corporate value.

・

Next is a summary of the past two-years status of the current
Medium-Term Management Plan announced in May 2013.

・

Achievement status of main consolidated business targets are
described.

・

In Fiscal 2013, the announced plans were achieved across all
items, and surplus was maintained into the first half of fiscal
2014, but a rapid deterioration in business records can be seen
from the second half.

・

Achievement Status of operating income (loss) by Product Group.

・

Digital Information Equipment reported losses after suffering harsh
competition of LCD TVs business mainly in North America and China.
Result against plans was 16.5 billion yen short.

・

Energy solutions achieved plans excluding earnings improvement
costs, but long-term contract of polysilicon materials burdens overall
material costs, causing chronic losses.

・

LCDs maintain steady surplus, but 45.9 billion yen discrepancy
occurred against plans. The largely variable current business
structure is an issue.

・

For Electronic Devices, although there are discrepancies,
restructuring measures have been made with effects appearing.
Details will be explained separately.

・

Summary of achievements and issues from the current Medium-Term
Management Plan is shown.

・

Various achievements were accomplished, including progress in
restructuring business portfolio centering end of under-performing
businesses including TV business in Europe, enhancing equity
finance through public offering etc., and steady reduction of interestbearing liabilities by business and assets disposal.

・

Meanwhile, we understand the rapid deterioration in business records
for the second half of fiscal 2014 as explained has been caused by
essential issues of our weakness in adapting to the changes with
speedy action, delay of launching business in growing areas,
weakened cost competitiveness, and insufficient corporate
governance and business management.

・

Therefore, in the new Medium-Term Management Plan, we recognize
it is crucial to resolve these four issues.

・

Medium-Term Management Plan for Fiscal 2015 through 2017
will be explained from here.

・

Basic policy in Medium-Term Management Plan is shown.

・

First is restructuring of business portfolio.
With complete withdrawal from under-performing businesses, shifting
resources to growing areas, and approach to new business fields in each
business categories, a more stable and high-value-added business structure
will be formed.

・

Second, by executing fundamental fixed cost reduction, correspondence to
various risks such as sudden drop in demands and harsh competition will be
strengthened.

・

Third, by strengthening corporate structure and governance, self-disciplined
management in each business will be realized.

・

Strengthening our financial basis as explained will become the foundation to
support these policies, and by executing these basic policies, Sharp aims to
“establish the basis for stable profitability by execution of fundamental
restructuring.”

・

The purpose of reviewing our Medium-Term Management Plan at
this timing is explained by analyzing the transition of operating
income (loss).

・

By executing the current Medium-Term Management Plan, rapid
recovery was achieved in Fiscal 2013, but in Fiscal 2014, with
competition increasingly growing harsh, despite surplus was
achieved in real, profitability is diminishing.

・

Therefore, in order to structure a stable business basis that does
not vary depending on changes in business environment, we
decided to execute fundamental structural reforms immediately.

・

By accomplishing this structural reform, we believe a more
certain path toward recovery will open.

・

This slide explains our roadmap for the upcoming three years.

・

We are forecasting 80 billion yen operating income in Fiscal
2015. Meanwhile, for net income, we will announce separately as
soon as alliances and structural reform plans are specified.

・

We will realize operating income 100 billion yen and surplus in
net income for Fiscal 2016, and operating income 120 billion yen
and 4% operating income rate for Fiscal 2017, and establish the
basis for full scale growth in Fiscal 2018 and on.

・

This slide shows the breakdown of operating income for Fiscal
2015 which will become the test to accomplish the Medium-Term
Management Plan.

・

Just with the effects from reduction of temporary earnings
improvement cost in Fiscal 2014, restructuring costs for Energy
Solutions and LCD, and optimization of personnel etc., 80 billion
yen operating income is expected to be accomplished in Fiscal
2015.

・

Since model mix of each business profitability improvement
plans are not included here, it is made a highly probable plan to
achieve.

・

The three basic policies will be explained.

・

First is Re-organizing Business Portfolio.

・

The current corporate structure including 2 business groups and 8 business units
will be re-built into 5 companies to restructure business portfolio.

・

The concept of re-organization will be explained here, and the direction of each
company and structure design will be mentioned later.

・

For Consumer Electronics, new business / products will start up utilizing the
merging effect of Digital Information Equipment / Communication Systems/ Health
& Environmental Equipment businesses, while cutting in to unprofitable
businesses.

・

For Energy Solutions, turnover of business model will be progressed aggressively,
while reducing excess fixed cost at the same time, and recover profitability.

・

For Business Solutions, by focusing resources aggressively, profitability will be
maintained and net sales will be expanded.

・

For Electronic Component and Device, featured proprietary technologies will be
applied to shift to higher-added-value business areas.

・

For Display Device, pursuing added-value with innovative technology and reducing
business volatility risk will be worked on with top priority.

・

Plans for Fiscal 2017 by Company are shown.

・

Average 5% per year growth in Display Device Company and
Business Solution Company is planned, followed by above 4%
average annual growth by the Electronic Component and Device
Company.

・

Consumer Electronics Company and Energy Solutions Company
will target secure profitable business structure than merely
pursuing higher net sales.

・

From hereon, the action plans of each company will be
explained.

・

First, the Consumer Electronics Company targets “Innovation of
the products and businesses by technology integration, focusing
mainly on Japan and Asia.”

・

The aim of establishing this company is to utilize our wide-range of
technologies to create new products and businesses, rather than merely
continuing the current businesses.

・

As we are entering a full-scale era of IoT, various items in the consumer
electronics area will be designed to be connected to the internet.
As Sharp has technology of TVs, home appliances, and
telecommunications, we view this as a business opportunity to provide
cloud service together with hardware and propose “a new connection
between people and home appliances” with high added-value convenience.

・

We are confident such actions will lead to innovating existing category
products and creating new businesses.

・

Product design will be fully renewed as well. We are working on a new
vision based on the concepts of “beauty and attachment” “unexpected
surprise” “emotional connection with consumer electronics.” Details will be
announced on a separate occasion.

・

This slide explains activities in each area. Resources for branding
and sales route development will be concentrated in Japan and Asia
where we can express our superiority.

・

In Japan, we will start up new products and businesses integrating
with cloud services, and introduce new products like the tea maker
which is well accepted by our customers that are not yet available in
the world.

・

In Asia, we will reinforce mainly the Health and Environment business
by expanding lineup of high-added-value models to cover retailer
sales, and invest aggressively in new emerging countries such as
Myanmar and Cambodia.

・

Meanwhile, regarding the LCD TV business, business in Canada,
Australia and New Zealand will be terminated, following Europe, and
structural reform on manufacturing and sales in America will also be
worked on, including alliances, in order to achieve operating income
surplus by 2nd Half of Fiscal 2015.

・

Next, the Energy Solutions Company targets “Change to the
Solutions Business matching to the local demand.”

・

3.9 billion yen operating loss was reported excluding earnings
improvement costs in Fiscal 2014. With structural reform and
reduction of fixed costs, 5.0 billion yen surplus is forecasted in
Fiscal 2015, covering the decrease in gross revenue.

・

In addition, by accelerating turnover to solutions business, we
target 8.0 billion yen surplus in operating income.

・

While stagnation in industrial solar power demands in Japan will
continue, there is a large potential in the overall energy related
market. By proceeding structural reform of existing panel business,
expansion of solutions business and overseas business will be
worked on.

・

For the Japanese market, we will propose solutions based on solar
power and storage battery system connecting HEMS, power saving
home appliances, and EcoCute systems.

・

Meanwhile, solutions based on each area’s needs will be developed.
Development of “PV diesel hybrid business” combining EPC business
and diesel power generators for Asia, “peak-cut system” reducing
electricity costs by cutting power consumption at peak times for U.S.,
and “PV thermal system” utilizing solar heat in Europe will each be
reinforced.

・

With these actions, overseas business ratio of 30% and solutions
business ratio of 50% will be targeted.

・

Next, the Business Solutions Company targets “global
development of solution utilizing existing products / customer
basis and aggressive investment.”

・

For MFP business, by expanding investment aggressively to
sales routes, proposals for higher office operation efficiency
combining MFP and IT services will be reinforced to expand net
sales.

・

For Display business, hardware sales were the main sales force,
but in the future, an overall contract system to correspond from
development to installment and services will be structured to
increase solution sales ratio, and expand profitability.

・

Next, the Electronic Component and Device Company targets
“shifting to added-value areas centered by sensing technology.”

・

It was already explained in the section on operating income
records by Product Group that structural reform effects are
already appearing for Electronic Devices. This chart describes
the quarterly transaction.

・

Due to downfall of sales to customers with high profitability,
operating loss was recorded in 4Q Fiscal 2013, but with
immediate structural reforms, we recovered back to surplus by
2Q Fiscal 2014.

・

From hereon, in order to further shift to added-value areas,
“cultivating new customers for camera devices” and “expanding
new device / high-added-value business areas” will be worked
on.

・

Sharp has the leading share in the industry for smartphone
camera devices, but since specific customers weigh a large
proportion of our business, we will aggressively work to expand
our sales to new customers, and target 3 times the net sales of
Fiscal 2014 by Fiscal 2017.

・

Also, expansion of value-added areas including “PM2.5 sensors”
and “distance measuring sensors” utilizing high sensitivity
sensing technology and touch panel controllers and automotive
cameras etc. with collaboration with LCD business.

・

Last, the Display Device Company targets “acquiring stabletransaction customers utilizing technology superiority and
expanding high-value-added panel areas.”

・

Operating income in Fiscal 2014 before including earnings
improvement costs was 30.1 billion yen. By implementing
structural reform effects and cost reductions, we consider
achievement of the forecasted 45.0 billion yen operating income
for Fiscal 2015 can be secured.

・

In addition, by proceeding improvement of model mix shifting to
high-added-value areas, we plan 60.0 billion yen operating
income for Fiscal 2017.

・

This slide describes the basic policy for Display Device
Company.

・

First, by restructuring our business portfolio, we will reduce net
sales fluctuation, and lower the break-even point to minimize its
impact to profit even if net sales are affected.

・

In addition, by enforcing chain management emphasizing on
cash flow, we will achieve business growth and business
fluctuation control together.

・

First is about controlling fluctuation of net sales by re-establishing business
portfolio.

・

“BtoBtoB business” such as in-vehicle and IA require high customization,
and skills in quality / engineering / support areas are required, making entry
barriers high and business stable. Sharp will utilize one-of-a-kind technology
to create differentiated features and strengthen sales forces, aiming to raise
net sales configuration from 14% in Fiscal 2014 to 25% in Fiscal 2017, and
40% to Fiscal 2021.

・

Next, “BtoBtoC business” represented by smartphone business emphasized
on lower pricing and product life cycle is shorter, making this an area with
constant risk of sudden drop in sales price. Sharp will strengthen sales in
South China and design-in system, targeting to increase clients from 15
companies in second half of Fiscal 2014 to 25 companies in the second half
of Fiscal 2015, and stabilize orders received.

・

With the above, by expanding “BtoBtoB business” and stabilizing orders for
“BtoBtoC business,” fluctuation in net sales will be controlled.

・

With the previously explained actions, small-and medium-size
LCD proportion will increase to cover approximately 80% of all
productions at the Kameyama No.2 Plant.
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・

With these measures, the break-even point ratio will be lowered
and correspondence to net sales fluctuation risk will be
strengthened.

・

Measures to reduce fixed costs will be made by reducing
depreciation cost by reporting impairment loss of Kameyama
Plant and Mie Plant, and reducing variable costs by promoting a
cost renovation project throughout the supply chain.

・

With the short-terming of smartphone product cycle, and
business volatility risk expanding, further strengthening of chain
management will be worked on.

・

Specifically, precise comprehension of actual demands and swift
production / operation control will be strengthened, and forming a
system maintaining adequate inventory level even with sudden
demand volatility will be aimed.

・

Second basic policy is executing reduction of fixed costs.

・

Continuous reduction of fixed costs has been made since Fiscal
2011, however, with the drop of net sales, a slight back-stepping
of fixed cost ratio to 26.0% occurred in Fiscal 2014.

・

Once again we will work on thorough fundamental reduction of
fixed costs, and aim to lower the fixed costs ratio to 22.7%.

・

Detailed actions are shown.

・

First, target of approximately 10% of global personnel will be
reduced, including voluntary retirement of 3,500 employees in Japan,
and a streamlined personnel structure meeting the new business
structure will be realized.

・

Next, innovation of business structure / bases will be pushed forward
with disposal of headquarter building and real estate.

・

Also, as an immediate measure to support improvement of
profitability, salary and bonuses cut will be applied to employees in
addition to executives.

・

With these actions, we forecast 28.5 billion yen improvement of
profitability, 36% of the annual operating income forecasted for Fiscal
2015.

・

The last basic policy is reorganizing corporate structure and
strengthening corporate governance.

・

The basic concept of reforming corporate structure and corporate
governance is shown.

・

The Business Group system introduced from April 2013 was
insufficient to shift authority and resource including personnel to
each group, and management control index were not applied
fully. As a result, business management by each Group did not
function as planned. Therefore, these Groups will be resolved
and reinforced to newly introduce a company-system.

・

In addition, new methods will be implemented to promote
responsibilities and cultivate independence of each and every
employee and all individual organizations, nurturing a vibrant
corporate culture.

・

This is the aim of the company-system.

・

As explained, our business will be divided into 5 companies, and
sales companies in matrix with business groups will also be
incorporated under each company to create a thorough
corporate system.

・

The most important aim to introduce the company-system is to
enable the President of each company conduct independent
management focusing on B/S, P/L and C/F.

・

Of course, corporate side will control each companies to achieve
“management with discipline and speed”.

・

It comes down to personnel as the key to recovery.

・

We will offer worthwhile treatment and support growth
opportunities for personnel playing important roles in order to
form a strong structure to win out harsh competition.

・

Specifically, fundamental innovation of human resources will be
conducted to realize the 4 points of “Review of class and reward
system” “optimize working condition” ”thorough personnel system
based on ability” ”change to more flat and simple structure.”

・

The management scheme will be renewed to ensure the
execution of Medium-term Management Plan, and clarifying the
management responsibility at the same time.

・

We have made the changes of some directors within Sharp,
while appointing Mr. Sumita and Mr. Saito of Japan Industrial
Solutions which made an investment to Sharp, to become an
outside director, in order to strengthen the governance.

・

Prior to the introduction of company system on October 1, we will
shift to 5-business scheme as of June 1. This will accelerate the
process of achieving the result in consumer electronics company
as well as the improvement of the environment to introduce
company system.

・

This ends my explanation of our Medium-Term Management Plan for 2015-2017. I
recognize it is most important to establish solid business basis in the next 3 years
for future full-scale growth.

・

Meanwhile, I am confident that the best way to reciprocate the support from
everyone to Sharp up to today is to make our company “necessary for the society”
over the next 10 years and even 100 years.

・

Sharp has accumulated “proprietary technologies” and “creative “Sharp” point of
view” over the past many years. In addition, we would like to continue contributing
to the society by pursuing “what is necessary for people to live better lives,
observing from close by,” or in other words, we would like to aim to become “a
company standing side-by-side with people to offer new values.”

・

Finally, I will lead the way with unwavering determination to accomplish the goals
of our Medium-Term Management Plan together with all employees. We hope to
have your continuous support.

・

Thank you very much for your attention.

